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US Futures-World Markets: Higher interest rates caused a brief selloff yesterday, but BTFD stepped in. Will
they buy the dip today? As interest rates move up, this will be the main issue equity investors focus on in the
near-term. Fed Funds Futures are starting to put slight odds on an interest rate increase in 2022. It’s crazy
that a -0.8% decline in the S&P 500 is considered a “selloff” these days. It was only 12.5 months ago that
equity markets were in free fall and I was fielding questions on FDIC/SIPC insurance. This is a gentle nudge for
folks to remember their risk tolerance. It’s easy to disregard a disciplined approach as markets grind higher,
but it shouldn’t change your overall, long-term investment plan. Fight that FOMO feeling. Walmart is -4.5%
premarket on a slower growth rate. I can’t wait for the preposterous questions they ask Ken Griffin in
Congress today. Like this a new phenomenon. Firms have been selling order their order flow since the mid’90s. Hell, my first firm was built on it- Knight Trading. S&P Futures vs. Fair Value: -11.30, 10-Yr Yield: 1.29%.
CORE Headlines:
 Millions of people in Texas still without power as another snowstorm is approaching.-NYT (As China
pumps coal like crazy)
 House members likely to ask Robinhood why brokerages shut down trading following Gamestop
(GME) events.-CNBC (Easy answer is Robinhood was out of money. It’s as simple as that. This will be
an example of everything that is wrong with politicians- both sides.)
 Saudi Arabia aiming to increase output amid rising prices.-WSJ
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New York State Senate preparing to remove Governor Andrew Cuomo's pandemic emergency powers
amid nursing home scandal.-NYT (But I thought he was a hero? How is his bookselling these days?)
Unlike the US, Europe has spent trillions during the pandemic keeping firms alive and people in jobs,
but that safety net could be putting off the economic deep cleaning that normally comes with
recessions.-WSJ
With child poverty higher in the US than in most advanced countries, President Biden and senator Mitt
Romney want to reduce it by significantly expanding the child tax credit, effectively creating a nearuniversal basic income for children.-WSJ
“Federal Reserve officials agreed at their most recent policy meeting that they would need to hold
interest rates very low and continue central bank bond purchases to help spur the economy’s
recovery from the effects of the coronavirus pandemic.”-WSJ
In the wake of the GME share-price run-up, the SEC is considering a plan to require more transparency
of short selling and the opaque network of stock lending and borrowing that facilitates it.-WSJ
New York City officials are finally creating a single website where New Yorkers can book appointments
for Covid-19 vaccines at all city-run locations, though it is not up and running yet.-NYP (Did DeBlasio
just find out we have vaccines? Single-payer, government-run healthcare? I’ll pass.)
Newly appointed Italian prime minister Mario Draghi promised that he would deliver an ambitious
reform program that would “take care of those who are suffering now, those who are losing their jobs
or forced to close their businesses.”-FT (Scary part is he probably believes it.)
Scientists at the Stockholm Center for Paleogenetics have for the first time collected and analyzed
DNA from more than one million years ago after extracting it from the remains of mammoths that
were found buried in the Siberian permafrost.-FT
• A global network of private factories where Russia is manufacturing its Sputnik V coronavirus
vaccine is months away from reaching full production levels, a sign Moscow may not be able to honor
agreements with foreign countries to deliver the shots.-FT (Still the greatest drug name of all-time.)
Three North Korean computer programmers have been charged in the US with conspiring to steal
more than $1.3B in money and cryptocurrency from banks and other companies through statesponsored cyberattacks.-FT

Interesting Reads/Charts:
 TechCrunch: Stock trading service Public raises $220 million at unicorn valuation. (A unicorn valuation
for just another Wall St. broker/dealer that sells their order flow? Give me a break! I hope they raise
enough capital to support their client’s trading, unlike Robinhood.)
 CNN: Zuckerberg is taking his ball and going home in Australia http://cnn.it/3dt2B2P (Typical Zuck
move)
 Arnold King on feminine culture- courtesy of Marginal Revolution https://bit.ly/2ZsdY2T “The older
culture saw liberty as essential to a good society. The newer culture sees conformity as essential to a
good society.”
All charts from The Daily Shot:
According to the latest reports, the nation’s economy is heating up. Boosted by the last batch of
stimulus checks, retail sales surged in January (well above forecasts).

• Month-over-month:
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• Year-over-year:

Source: Piper Sandler

Source: @WSJ Read full article

Sales at department stores spiked.
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Below is the breakdown by sector.

Source: @GregDaco

The Atlanta Fed’s model Q1 GDP growth estimate is now above 9%. (This is incredible! Let’s see if
they are right.)

Source: @AtlantaFed Read full article
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The FOMC minutes show that the central bank remains dovish despite signs of stronger growth and higher inflation.

Source: Reuters Read full article

The market rally has paused, with tech pulling back. Rising inflation and higher bond yields are part of the reason.

One signal that made some traders uneasy is the reversal in real yields (real rates can be an important component of
equity valuations).
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Source: Bloomberg Read full article
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When will the Nasdaq Composite market cap reach that of the S&P 500?

h/t Nancy Moran

There are a lot of new entrants into the Bitcoin market.

Source: @WSJ Read full article
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The polar vortex (see overview) …

Source: NASA
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… sent Texas temperatures to the lowest level in almost a century.

Source: @chartrdaily
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Technicals suggest that the Brent rally is stretched.

How sensitive are different asset classes to inflation?

Source: Christian
Gerlach
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Nothing on this email/website constitutes legal, tax, accounting, or other professional expert advice.
When reviewing the attached material, it is important to remember that past performance is not
indicative of future results.
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